ServiceNow® Legal Practice Apps
Leverage industry expertise to configure and deploy fast

ServiceNow® Legal Practice Apps helps jumpstart your legal operations digital journey by quickly transforming common and complex legal workflows from manual tasks, emails and spreadsheet trackers into an efficient and configurable digital workflows based on industry standards. Gone are the days of software sitting on shelves or being used minimally. With Legal Practice apps, your legal operations team can achieve a quick return on investment, while setting the stage for future growth and continued service delivery excellence for your business stakeholders.

Out-of-the-box legal workflows provide legal operations the jumpstart they need for their digital transformation efforts

Legal Digital Forensics
Provides a streamlined process for assigning and tracking eDiscovery custodian queries across enterprise systems as a result of a legal action hold that requires internal digital forensics queries. The forensics foundation can also be leveraged by third party applications to provide value added eDiscovery services including document storage.

Conflicts of Interest
Enables you to manage the disclosure, approval, and registry of conflict of interest that might arise from employees with competing interests or loyalties.

Stock Preclearance
Helps an organization to comply with its stock preclearance policy through automation of preclearance employee requests and approvals. The app initiates an employee stock purchase requests within an open trading window for those that are required for approval prior to their trade being made.

Simple Contracts
Streamlines the process for submitting requests and approvals for standard contracts with third parties such as vendors, customers, and partners. Legal departments can manage and process the requests from a centralized shared service, providing valuable time for more complex legal matters. The app includes Box, OneDrive and Google Drive document storage support and can also be distributed for eSignature approvals with integrations to popular third party solutions including DocuSign and Adobe Sign. A CRM integration with Dynamics CRM provides real-time opportunity and account validation.